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W
hile discrete coupling between
isolated magnetic moments has
long been a playground for

theoretical modeling, it has yet to be ob-

served experimentally in individual carbon

nano-objects. Isolated transition metal

atom impurity doping of surfaces is diffi-

cult due to the high reactivity and tendency

of such species to aggregate, and d0 mag-

netism in doped carbon has not been reli-

ably characterized. Thus, to date, no substi-

tutional doping during synthesis leading to

magnetic-moment-carrying sites has been

achieved in doped carbon. Nonetheless, ef-

ficient and controlled tuning of the elec-

tronic and spin properties of carbon nano-

tubes is a key requirement for the

application of this unique material for

molecular-based nanoelectronics and

spintronics.

Tailoring the electronic properties of car-

bon nanotubes (CNTs) via (substitutional)

doping with boron or nitrogen has gener-

ated great interest,1�5 and transport stud-

ies on doped single-walled6,7 and multi-

walled CNTs8�10 have been reported.

Regarding molecular spintronics, experi-

mental and theoretical work on carbon-

based nanomaterials11�16 report on the for-

mation of localized magnetic moments

when substitutionally doped with transi-

tion metal atoms. Specific for CNTs, the

same doping predicts long-range indirect

exchange coupling14�16 with significant im-

pact on the transport properties17 of the

CNTs. However, the deliberate synthesis of

CNTs with substitutional magnetic-

moment-carrying atoms has not been

achieved to the best of our knowledge.

In the present work, we demonstrate ex-
perimentally and theoretically that substitu-
tional doping of single-walled carbon nano-
tubes (SWNTs) with nonmagnetic
phosphorus bridges the gap between tai-
loring electrical transport and the spin-
transport properties of SWNTs and pro-
vides novel insight into potential
mechanisms toward d0 magnetism18�21 in
organic materials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In all of our synthesis experiments (see

Methods), the resultant so-called “collarets”
(tube-rich deposits) around the cathode
had the same structural characteristics as
equivalent undoped samples, but the size
of the collaret was significantly smaller.
Scanning and transmission electron
microscopy (SEM and TEM) images of
ethanol-dispersed nanotubes without prior
treatment were taken for the evaluation of
homogeneity, purity, and structure of the
material (Figure 1).

A typical SEM image shows a reason-
ably homogeneous complex of nanotube
bundles (Figure 1a) with low content of
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ABSTRACT Single-walled carbon nanotubes substitutionally doped with the light-element phosphorus are

synthesized and are investigated by electrical and nuclear magnetic resonance measurements. Decreased

spin�lattice relaxation times compared to undoped tubes point toward enhanced spin-sensitive scattering.

Temperature dependence of the zero-bias conductance shows step-like features, a signature of scattering from a

very low density (few sites per nanotube) of localized spin moments at oxidized phosphorus sites, consistent with

density functional calculations. This supports recent predictions that localized magnetic moments must be

indirectly magnetically coupled through the nanotube conduction electrons.
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other carbon structures, such as graphite and fibers.

TEM images (Figure 1b,c) show that the spongy collar-

ets of both samples contain a high concentration of

SWNT bundles, amorphous carbon, and encapsulated

metal particles. However, a significant number of

abruptly ending tubes were observed (Figure 1c). Elec-

tron energy loss spectroscopy on individual tubes re-

vealed no evidence for any clustering of phosphorus at-

oms, at the same time allowing us to estimate that the

phosphorus dopant concentration is well below 0.5

atom % (resolution limit).

In Figure 2a, the magnetization saturation recovery

curve (1�M/M0 versus recovery time) for the synthe-

sized phosphorus-doped nanotube sample is shown.

M is the magnetization of the 13C nuclei at time t, and

M0 is the magnetization at saturation which is assumed

to be the sum of the magnetization Mm and Ms of me-

tallic and semiconducting tubes,22,23 respectively. The

inset in Figure 2a shows the 13C NMR MAS spectrum of

the phosphorus-doped SWNTs together with a refer-

ence SWNT spectrum (reference tubes produced un-

der identical conditions as the doped SWNTs). A para-

magnetic shift of 4 ppm is seen, analogous to the

paramagnetic shifts (�10 ppm) already observed in

both alkaline metals and iodine intercalated SWNTs.24

The magnetization saturation recovery curve can

be fitted using a double-exponential expression for

the total magnetization

where T1m and T1s are the spin�lattice relaxation times

for metallic and semiconducting SWNTs, respectively.

The fit is in very good agreement with the experimen-

tal data and reveals a fast relaxing component T1m � 2.1

� 0.4 s and a slow relaxing component T1s � 45 � 9 s.

Strikingly, the relaxation times are significantly

shorter than for undoped tubes for which T1m � 5 s

and T1s � 90 s have been reported by several groups us-

ing the same method.22,23 This reduction in relaxation

time in the phosphorus-doped SWNTs implies the pres-

ence of an additional spin-sensitive scattering mecha-

nism arising from phosphorus defects in the nanotube

lattice.

From the magnitude of Mm � 180 � 11 emu and

Ms � 88 � 6 emu, it can be deduced that the sample

contains around 70% of the fast and 30% of the slow re-

laxing type. In contrast, for undoped SWNTs, approxi-

mately 33 and 67% were reported for Mm and Ms,

Figure 1. (a) Representative SEM image of the phosphorus-doped SWNTs. (b,c) TEM images of the phosphorus-doped SWNTs
including abruptly ending tubes. The average diameter of the SWNTs is approximately 1.3 nm. Tubes were typically in
bundles containing 10 to 20 nanotubes.

Figure 2. (a) Filled squares show 1�M/M0 of the phosphorus-
doped sample plotted against recovery time (M0 � Mm � Ms).
The solid line is the data fitted to eq 1. Inset: 13C NMR spectra
of phosphorus-doped (top) and pristine SWNTs (bottom). The
repetition time was 3 s for the phosphorus-doped and 20 s for
the pure SWNT sample. (b) Electric field effect measurements
on a number of phosphorus-doped SWNTs at room tempera-
ture. Diameters (nm) from top: 1.3, 1.1, 1.4, 1.1, 1.2. Only weak
responses (or none, see middle line) to the applied gate volt-
age are observed, indicating that these tubes are metallic. The
curves have a negative slope (red dashed lines are a guide to
the eye), which is the signature of p-type conduction.

M ) Mm[1 - exp(-t/T1m)] + Ms[1 - exp(-t/T1s)]
(1)
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respectively.22,23 Thus, the concentration ratio of the

fast and slow component implies that the presence of

phosphorus during synthesis preferentially encourages

metallic SWNT growth. We note that the observation of

reduced relaxation time and the paramagnetic shift

are strong indications for a successful phosphorus dop-

ing of the tubes.

The electrical transport has been probed on several

individual (metallic) SWNTs at room temperature and

down to 2.7 K. Metallic tubes have been chosen to cir-

cumvent Schottky-barrier-like effects. The measure-

ments at room temperature on several individual

phosphorus-doped SWNTs (Figure 2b) show weak (or

no) electric field effect, which is the signature for metal-

lic CNTs. More importantly, all measurements exhibit

predominantly p-type conduction, which is in contrast

to the naively expected n-type conduction for phos-

phorus atoms incorporated into a carbon nanotube lat-

tice. At room temperature, the resistances are still com-

parable to values of undoped SWNTs, implying ballistic

conduction within the distances defined by our elec-

trode spacing of 200 nm (see Methods section), in

agreement with the experimentally estimated low

phosphorus dopant content.

In Figure 3a,b, the temperature dependence of the

zero-bias conductance, G, of two individual

phosphorus-doped SWNTs is plotted in a double-

logarithmic scale. Strong nonlinear behavior is ob-

served. In addition, step-like features are present which

indicate that a second temperature-dependent pro-

cess is active. For comparison, pristine SWNTs are

known to exhibit Luttinger liquid-type behavior follow-

ing the power law, G(T) � T�, with � being a measure

for the interaction strength between the conduction

electrons.25,26 In this case, a double-logarithmic plot of

the zero-bias conductance versus temperature would

yield a straight line. Clearly, this scenario does not coin-

cide with the experimental results. Instead, the

phosphorus-doped SWNTs must be regarded as disor-

dered nanowires.6 We note here that the combined re-

sults of our experimental NMR and electrical transport

measurements provide unambiguous proof for the suc-

Figure 3. (a,b) Zero-bias conductance G versus temperature for two different phosphorus-doped SWNTs plotted in a
double-logarithmic scale. For both, a nonlinear temperature dependence is observed with step-like features whose posi-
tions are denoted by short horizontal black lines (less clearer step features are denoted by gray lines), though differing in
temperature step size. Insets: Zero-bias conductance vs temperature with linear scale axis. (c) Width of the step-like features
in energy as a function of their position (center of the feature). For both samples (a, black; b, blue), the distribution in ener-
gies lies in the range of 0.5 to 15 meV. Lines are a guide to the eye. (d) Schematic SWNT doped with a few oxidized P atoms.
Arrows represent randomly distributed and oriented magnetic moments associated with each P atom. The interaction be-
tween magnetic moments is mediated by the conduction electrons, known to generate long-ranged Heisenberg-like cou-
plings. A small number of moments randomly dispersed within a nanotube leads to a discrete spin excitation spectrum (left
panel). The magnitude of the energy dispersion, �E, reflects the characteristic values of the individual magnetic couplings.
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cessful phosphorus doping of our SWNTs in the low
dopant concentration limit.

Insight into microscopic mechanisms was obtained
by the modeling of the behavior of substitutional phos-
phorus (Psub) defects in SWNTs27,28 through a density
functional approach: Due to its large radius, the phos-
phorus sits out of plane (inset Figure 4a,b) unlike nitro-
gen, with carbon�phosphorus bonds about 30%
longer than standard carbon�carbon bonds.

From the calculated formation energy (1.5 eV), we
obtain the thermal equilibrium point defect concentra-
tion of Psub impurities in a metallic (7,7) SWNT as a func-
tion of temperature (Figure 4a), which is directly pro-
portional to the probability of incorporation of
phosphorus atoms. This shows that there should be
phosphorus incorporation at temperatures above 1900
K, which is in agreement with studies of carbon nano-
tube formation temperature by the arc-discharge
method.29 However, the concentrations of incorpo-
rated phosphorus (up to 0.1 atom %) are low com-
pared to those achieved in nitrogen-doped SWNTs (up
to 1 atom %).2 This low Psub concentration (as a rough il-
lustration, at 0.1 atom %, approximately 20 P atoms

would be found in a 200 nm long (7,7) tube) matches
with our experimental observation of ballistic conduc-
tion over at least 200 nm at room temperature.

To clarify the measured temperature dependence
of the conductance and the electric field effect
measurements, we next determined how stable a Psub

defect is against oxygenation since phosphorus is
known to be one of the most oxygenophilic elements.
The calculations reveal that oxidization of Psub is highly
exothermic (3.3 eV), and thus substitutional phosphorus
atoms will instantly oxidize in the presence of O2, an ef-
fect reported for phosphorus-doped fullerenes.30 The
oxidation impact can be understood within a simple
molecular orbital picture: Psub uses three electrons in
�-bonds, one pz-orbital in the �-cloud (as for carbon),
leaving one additional electron that is donated to the
�-system, hence the center is a net donor. However,
once oxidized, the phosphorus now uses both the pz

and the additional electron in the PAO bond. Thus re-
placement of a carbon by PAO removes one pz elec-
tron from the �-system, and the defect is a net accep-
tor. In Figure 4b, the density of states of an undoped,
phosphorus-doped, and an oxidized phosphorus-
doped (7,7) SWNT are shown. The transformation of
the Psub center from a donor into an acceptor state is
observed, in agreement with the observed p-type con-
duction at room temperature.

The origin of the step-like features in the zero-bias
conductance must be a temperature-dependent mech-
anism. Pure phonon charge carrier scattering can be ex-
cluded due to phonon freeze-out. It is well-known that
the PAO bond has a permanent electric dipole mo-
ment (1.88 D for phosphorus monoxide),31 which our
modeling confirms. More strikingly, our calculations
show that the oxidized Psub also carries unpaired elec-
tron spin: The creation of a chemically stable electric di-
pole leads to the formation of a spin moment of 0.52
	B. The presence of a spin moment is in agreement with
the shortening of the relaxation times T1m and T1s ob-
served in the NMR experiment. Recent theoretical work
predicts that two localized magnetic moments embed-
ded in a nanotube may interact through the conduction
electrons of the tube with a Heisenberg-like behavior,
which forces the moments into a collinear alignment.
Whether they prefer a parallel or antiparallel alignment
depends primarily on their separation and specific sub-
lattice site.14�16 However, in the case considered here,
where the oxidized Psub atoms are randomly distributed
within the nanotube, the magnetic alignment of each
moment is the result of a competition between all of
these pairwise interactions, which works against col-
linear arrangements of the moments. While the pre-
cise magnetic arrangement is difficult to predict due
to the intrinsic randomness in their positions, one can
certainly conclude that in the limit of low dopant con-
centration this interaction leads to a discrete spectrum
in their spin excitations. An estimate for the energy

Figure 4. (a) Calculated thermodynamic equilibrium con-
centration of substitutional phosphorus (Psub) in a (7,7)
SWNT carbon lattice as a function of temperature (logarith-
mic scale). From about 1900 K and above, a measurable
phosphorus content is expected. Inset: Side view of a Psub

center. (b) Density of states for an undoped (bottom), Psub

doped (center), and oxidized Psub (top) doped (7,7) tube. The
shaded area denotes filled states. Inset: View along the tube
(7,7) axis with a Psub center (formation energy 1.5 eV). The
phosphorus shifts out of the nanotube surface plane by 1.3
Å, with bond lengths of 1.75 Å.
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range 
E of these excitations can be made by apply-
ing a one-dimensional spin-chain model,32 which gives

E to be between 2 and 20 meV (Figure 3d). We used
values for the total exchange interaction between the
phosphene centers based on recent calculations on
substituted magnetic-moment-carrying atoms.13 In Fig-
ure 3c, the center of the step features and their width
in millielectronvolts are depicted. For both tubes, a simi-
lar dependence is observed with maximum energies
around 15 meV, in very good agreement with our en-
ergy estimation for the spin excitations. We emphasize
that electric dipoles cannot account for the observed
step-like features because of the much more rapid de-
cay of the electric dipole interaction compared to the
spin�spin interaction in a carbon nanotube.33 Thus, in
the limit of low concentrations, as in our material,
spin�spin interaction will always dominate. More fun-
damentally, even if the electric dipoles were to gener-
ate some discrete energy levels, these would all be de-
generate and thus cannot be the origin of a series of
step-like features in the temperature dependence of
the conductance.

Therefore, the experimental transport and NMR re-
sults, supported by our theoretical modeling, and in
combination with previously reported spin consider-
ations in CNTs,14�17 underpin our reasoning that indeed
the step-like features in the conductance are signa-
tures of an indirect spin interaction between the phos-
phene centers in CNTs.

Recent studies of HOPG using magnetic force
microscopy21 elegantly showed that d0 magnetism in
pure multilayer carbon21 can be explained via the pres-
ence of spin along grain boundaries. However, the cur-
rent results cannot be explained in this way since
single-walled nanotubes are seamlessly rolled up
graphene lacking any grain boundaries. Thus, our re-
sults provide an alternative coupled point-defect-

mediated mechanism for d0 magnetism in d0-doped
graphitic carbon nanomaterials.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we probed the impact of phosphorus

doping in single-walled carbon nanotubes using
complementary techniques, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance, and electrical measurements. NMR shows signifi-
cantly reduced relaxation times, indicating enhanced
charge carrier spin scattering. In addition, the
magnetization�magnitude ratio for metallic and semi-
conducting phosphorus-doped nanotubes points to-
ward encouraged metallic nanotube growth.

Electrical transport measurements on individual
(metallic) nanotubes at room temperature and down
to 2.7 K were performed. At room temperature, the
electric field effect on metallic phosphorus-doped
SWNTs shows p-type conduction. This agrees with our
density functional calculations, which show that due to
oxygen exposure the phosphorus centers form phos-
phene oxide centers which are electron acceptor sites.
In addition, our calculations reveal the existence of a
strong permanent electric dipole moment, which gen-
erates a localized spin moment at the phosphene oxide
centers.

Zero-bias conductance measurements at varying
temperature demonstrate that the incorporation of
phosphorus converts the intrinsic transport properties
of the nanotube to a disordered wire-type. Moreover,
step-like features are observed in the zero-bias conduc-
tance, which are attributed to signatures of the indi-
rect exchange coupling of the localized spin moments
at the phosphene centers. Thus, this demonstrates that
doping of single-walled carbon nanotubes with phos-
phorus overcomes the need for substitutional doping
of magnetic-moment-carrying atoms for use in molecu-
lar spintronics.

METHODS
Synthesis of Phosphorus-Doped Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes. While

phosphorus-doped SWNTs have been recently reported using
chemical vapor deposition,34 our nanotubes were synthesized by
arc-discharge (He atmosphere) using NiY catalyst, with phospho-
rus introduced to the anode rod by mixing graphite with red
phosphorus.

For synthesis, the phosphorus content in the anode rod was
varied to be either 1 or 2 atom %, by mixing 97.8 and 96.8 atom
% graphite (1�2 	m, Aldrich) with 1 and 2 atom % red phospho-
rus (red P, 99%, Aldrich), respectively. In all experiments, 0.6
atom % Ni/0.6 atom % Y were used as the catalyst (Ni, 99.999%,
�100 mesh, Aldrich; Y, 99.9%, �40 mesh, Aldrich). The solid mix-
tures were packed into the drillings of the anode rods. In an at-
mosphere of helium gas (660 mbar), an electrical current of ap-
proximately 100 A and 35 V was applied.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Measurements. To obtain information
on the composition of the synthesized nanotube material, 13C
NMR experiments at room temperature were carried out. The
magic-angle spinning (MAS) technique was used with a spin rate
of 10 kHz to fully remove the side bands in the NMR spectra.
For the experiments, 20 mg of highly nanotube-rich material, se-

lected by X-ray analysis, was mixed with alumina powder to en-
able higher spin rates in the MAS measurements and to separate
magnetic impurities. A spin rate of 10 kHz was chosen in all high-
resolution experiments, which completely removed the side
bands in the NMR spectra. As a reference, pure SWNTs were
used, synthesized using the same method as our phosphorus-
doped sample. The NMR experiments were performed using a
Bruker ASX200 (50 MHz) at 4.7 T. The static 13C spin�lattice re-
laxation experiments were performed on nanotube samples in
evacuated glass tubes using a saturation recovery pulse tech-
nique and a Hahn echo as detection sequence. To obtain the
spin relaxation times, T1, and the magnitude of the magnetiza-
tions, M, the Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm (�2 minimization)
was used.

Electrical Transport. For the electrical characterization of indi-
vidual doped nanotubes, the tubes were first dispersed in solu-
tion and then deposited on a thermally grown SiO2 layer on top
of a highly doped Si wafer (serves as back-gate).35 Single tubes
were then contacted in a two-terminal configuration by standard
electron-beam lithography, with AuPd as electrode material
and an electrode distance of 200 nm; that is, the active conduc-
tion channel length of the tubes in all of our devices was defined
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by this distance. The samples were investigated in helium
atmosphere.

Theoretical Modeling. With respect to structural modeling, spin-
unrestricted density functional calculations were performed us-
ing the local density approximation,27,28 with a basis of localized
Gaussian orbitals (22 Gians per C atom, 38 per P, 40 per O), using
pseudopotentials to remove core electrons. Calculated tubes
used 448 atom supercells. For formation energy calculations,
standard states were taken as an isolated oxygen molecule (O2),
an isolated phosphorus tetrahedron (P4), and carbon atoms from
a pristine (7,7) carbon nanotube. This gave a vacancy formation
energy of 7.4 eV, in good agreement with previous literature
studies.36,37
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